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Abstract 
The paper presents an action research based on project work in upper secondary history. The methodological change I 
implemented involves the students in exploring historical concepts, by relying on their intelligence profile, and by connecting the 
school tasks to real life experiences. The planned activities include diverse entry points, meaningful analogies and multiple 
representations. The latter strongly motivates the students because they can express themselves by means of a symbolic code they 
find familiar. The results of the project show a turn in interest - the students' involvement is significant and their final products 
are quality learning outcomes.  
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1. Dusting off history 
"Why am I supposed to learn all that? How many more chapters am I to memorize? Why should I study this 
subject if I dislike it? What is the use of all that?" These are but a few of many more questions I asked when I was a 
student myself - even though I learned a lot just because I had to... . I can hear today the same questions being asked 
by younger students. Can we change this situation? 
“To learn and understand the present in the light of the past also means to learn and understand the past in the 
light of the present.” (Felezeu, 2000, p. 116). But do students understand anything about this need to understand the 
past and the present in interrelation? For most youth, History seems a set of data, that is pointless nowadays if it is 
looked upon through the lens of their experiences, the techniques they trust, the mentality they shape and share in 
the social environment.  
In this perspective, I drew a list of the reasons for which new approaches to History teaching need to be 
implemented. 
My first reason is my own personal experience. History is one of my hobbies and yet when I was in school I 
simply learned it because that was what my teachers and family expected. My pleasure in researching into the past 
had been constantly diminished by the obligation to learn every lesson in order to repeat it afterwards in oral 
examination, by the need to get high marks for a high average, by the requests of the baccalaureat. During the 
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history class we did not have the chance to study historical sources, we did not watch historical movies, we were not 
challenged to find solutions. Moreover the students who were not talented for History had been given neither 
supplementary input nor various entry points to stimulate other giftings nor had they been motivated to participate in 
meaningful projects. I’m asking myself now how could the students’ curiosity be stirred if his/ her only connections 
with a domain of knowledge are the teacher, the textbook, the lesson taught by the teacher according to the 
textbook? 
My second reason is the multitude of learning ressources that are available today. The educational market 
includes historical magazines, CD-s, DVD-s. These are useful materials to change the theoretical lessons into a vivid 
discussion. They are also excellent starting points for research because they present various perspectives on a topic, 
or on new historical sources, just recently uncovered. Within the same category we can also list the encyclopedias 
that present information under a variety of forms (maps, schemes, diagrams, tables). There is a legitimate question 
in this circumstance: Why are these materials not used properly during the history class? More often than once, the 
teachers’routine prevents the application of innovative materials or methodology. This issue leads me to the third 
reason - Last but not least, my enrollment in the Masterprof master program offered me new perspectives on the 
functioning of the human mind (Singer, 2010), allowed me to study some of the latest results from the mind and 
brain research as well as ways to apply such new approaches in the classroom practice. This is how I got to better 
understand the theory of the multiple intelligences (MI) and its methodological impact.  
In fact, the present research is inspired by the MI and the various perspectives we applied during the master 
program (Gardner, 2004, 2006). My approach to history follows the steps recommended by Gardner (2004) that is to 
look for the difficulties the students encounter, to consider the cognitive differences among the individuals and to 
address as many a variety of students as possible by making use of at least three ways to enhance understanding, 
respectively: entry points, powerful analogies and multiple representations. I consider these three ways an 
opportunity to dust off the history methodological approach.  
In my view, two issues are the most dangerous for a deeper understanding of the domain: the factual perspective 
with its quantitative focus on data and details and the teacher-centered approach. These two remnants of traditional 
pedagogy actually hinder the multiperspectival reading, studying, analysing in history and cuts the domain from the 
students’interests and aspirations. 
My hypothesis is the following: if the students develop MI-based projects, their interest to explore history 
improves.  
The research design is developed so it could suit the learning context I have access to – that is two upper 
secondary classes that are taught by a teacher who manifested openness towards my idea even though he is a 
representative of the traditional pattern – he teaches theory, his students need to assimilate what ia taught because 
the assessment that is applied measures the level of memorized information.  
The change I fashioned in my reasearch brings the students minds upfront. The chapters in the book are no longer 
transferred into instructional units but they are just at the basis of genuine learning units which are based on the 
youth’s involvement in the construction of meaning. In a concrete way, my research stimulates students to 
participate in project work, that is to study a number of historical sources, to discuss about the issues they find in 
various types of documents (both textual and iconic, incuding films), actually to investigate history the way 
historians do.  
Another important aspect of the project work I planned is the emphasis on the diversity of cognitive profiles. 
Students are allowed to choose the shape of their final product according to their abilities. The multiple intelligences 
appear in the various ways the project is represented both as a process leading to the fashioning of a product and as 
the product itself. 
The target group of my research comprises two 12th forms (50 students), one in the mathematics-computer 
science strand the other in the technical strand. The initial discussions showed the following problems: lack of 
interest in history given its perceived unusefulness, superficial attitude towards learning (memorizing for obtaining a 
mark). As for the teacher, his problems are: lack of time to plan a learning unit, inflexibility in changing anything 
about teaching, the pressure of the national exams, the lack of the material ressources.  
In terms of methodology I used the focus group with students (to investigate more deeply the problems 
mentioned above, i.e. attitudes towards history and learning), text-book and other resources analysis (to see what the 
resources at hand might be, what their potential is), classroom observation (to observe the students’reactions, 
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involvement and progress if any), project analysis (to watch carefully on how the project work develops), learning 
units planning in a student-centered, MI-based project approach. 
The classroom application was scheduled in two phases: a learning unit in the first term and two more in the 
second term. Below is the discussion about the implementation of the first unit – The Romanians between diplomacy 
and conflict in the Middle Ages and at the beginning of the modern times (October-November 2010). 
 
“Between diplomacy and conflict” 
As it is often the case when it comes to educational change, the new model is not easily accepted and there is 
always a sort of transitional stage. In terms of the learning perspective, the title of the first unit to being implemented 
(between diplomacy and conflict) is amazingly suitable (even though unintentionally). On all the parameters I 
searched, the results present a mixture of tradition and innovation and in between these there is a methodological 
tension somehow similar to the historical one that is studied in the unit. 
In discussing the results of the first phase of my research I shall first present the textbook and ressources analysis, 
then the data from the focus-group and finally the outcomes of the project work.  
In order to analyse the textbooks I randomly picked three and devided the content into the following blocks of 
information – narrative blocks, activities and exercises blocks, iconic blocks. The largest part of the textbook is the 
narrative, a sign that it is still a powerful instrument to teach today. The length of the narrative blocks as well as the 
way they are presented in the textbook focus the discourse on the perspective of the author. The narrative (between 
50-60% in the economy of the textbook) is seldom connected with the iconic information. What is even more sad 
than this is the absence of challenging tasks for the students. Most of the activities which are given in the textbooks 
are focused on the reproduction of the information. By contrast, the new ressources available on the market (such as 
the historical magazine Historia) are very rich in a variety of documents, controversies, topics for debate.  
 The focus group showed that the reproductive approach in the textbook is also consensual with the classroom 
practice. The focus group objective was to observe the attitude of the students towards the history class and the 
teaching practice. Another issue was teamwork and the participation in projects.  
 I applied the focus group in each of the two groups of my research. The interaction revealed that the students are 
open to new methodology. They favour teamwork as they consider that the division of work in a group is an 
effective solution to value their talents, their different learning styles as well as the different ways they choose in 
order to express themselves. 
 The students are aware of a certain routine of the History class which basically takes place according to the 
following sequence: the topic is announced by the teacher, key terms are stated, then the main content of the topic is 
presented. The class ends with the conclusions which are normally drawn by the teacher. Neither this pattern nor the 
home assignement are motivating for the students. The latter do not understand history. They may be able to 
memorize parts of it for getting a mark but nothing deeper than that really happens in their minds.  
 The students came out with very interesting view points when they were asked about how they would like the 
history class to be. For instance a history class will be motivating if it were like archeology work: “I’d like to study 
history like an archeologist – search, discover, understand, evaluate results, use sources, work in a team...”). A 
project will be also fine. This can be appealing even to the ones that are not interested in history or to the ones that 
are not very talkative and find themselves uncomfortable with the oral questions. The participants would like to do 
something during the history class not just “to learn data by heart”. The questions of the focus surprised them 
sometimes – they were for instance asked whether they visited museums, ruins, memorials – which they never did as 
part of history study. 
In this perspective, the project work I suggested was perceived as very innovative. In the same time it seemed to 
fulfill their wish about “other kind of history”, different from the one full of data to being memorized.  
In order to motivate them for responsible work the students had to fill in a self evaluation sheet that helped them 
monitor the main stages of the project. This sheet includes entries concerning: the tasks performed in the respective 
stage, the acquisition they assume they got, the unclear issues, the time management, the list of topics for further 
discussion. 
The activities that I designed for the first learning unit focus various competences that are stipulated in the 
curriculum (History Curriculum, 2003). The competence-based approach will give the foundations for constructing 
the historical thinking. The table 1 summarizes the correlations between the competences targeted by the curriculum 
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and the activities I planned for the unit (the sources – historical texts, iconic documents) were provided by me and 
by the class teacher. 
 
Table 1 – correlations between the curricular provision and the activities in the project work 
 
Competences according to the official curriculum Activities within the project 
Develop intra- and multidisciplinary explanations and arguments  Discuss a document.  
Interpret a document 
Make use of historical terms/ concepts in contexts that involve 
interdisciplinary interpretations and explanations.  
Analyse the various terms that are specific to the unit: 
crusade, expansion, “the long campaign”  
Develop analytical approaches regarding economic, social, 
political and cultural situations and contexts 
Study a text and brainstorm: explain the reason of king Mihai 
Viteazul’s killing  
Plan a cooperative approach in order to identify and accomplish 
mutual goals.  
Read the following texts... 
 
Describe the effects of the fall of Constantinoples  
Discover invariants in the development of the historical 
phenomena  
Analyse historical data concerning the first alliance against 
the Ottomans from South East Europe  
Compare and evaluate various arguments in order to formulate 
personal reasons  
Design a comparative table with the characteristics of the 
battle, starting from the two texts  
 
Discuss a military action by king Mihai Viteazul starting 
from a historical text 
Compare historical sources in order to ponder the credibility and 
validity of information  
Develop an analysis starting of the battles in Calugareni and 
Giurgiu starting from the two documents  
Analyse the messages that are transmitted by varied historical 
sources while comparing the terminology  
Read the texts... and discuss the opposition of the Romanians 
in front of the enemy  
 
Analyse the map of the Romanain territories in the 16th 
century starting from two different sources.  
Discover opportunities in researching history as a source of 
lifelong learning. 
Study the historical context of the Ottoman expansion. 




Watch an excerpt from the historical film „Mircea cel Batran” 
Integrate knowledge from nonformal education in the analysis of 
the historical phenomena.  
Read an article in a magazine about Dracula and discuss the 
difference between historical truth and mythology  
Analyse the points of view which are similar, opposed or 
complementary in connection to the historical phenomena that 
were studied  
 
Analyse the literary texts referring to the treaty of 
Adrianopolis. Discover what si similar and different 
 
Analyse two different sources concerning the battles of 
Steven the Great.  
 
The final product of the unit is represented by an artefact that is chosen by the students. They had to decide 
among the following: map the learning unit, develop a Power Point presentation revealing the most important battles 
and their consequences, write an essay about the Romanian kings’ crusades, develop a newspaper article to publicise 
their project work.  
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Conclusions – How far the victory? 
The data collected during the students’ project work are consistent with what the focus group had revealed. 
Students were inexperienced about active learning, they were not very fond of history but they were not reluctant 
about trying something new and they were ready to give it a try.  
The students were satisfied with their work. The team members shared the responsibilities according to their 
talents and worked well individually. They also cooperated well when they met to put together all the findings for 
the final presentation. One positive aspect of the project work was the better interaction among class mates. Another 
good point was assessment. The students received well the feedback from their colleagues and self-assessment was 
an excellent way to prove their competence. To sum up, they would like to continue with project work both in terms 
of school activity, individual study and home assignment as well as evaluation technique. 
The most successful part of the project was the entry point and the dynamic of the subsequent activities. My 
proposal for the entry point was an excerpt from a Romanian historical film based on the biography of one of our 
14th century kings – Mircea. His personality and reign had also inspired some famous poems so the students were 
more familiar to the literary character than to the historical one. The film really captivated them and it led them 
easily into discussion. The students came out with predictions and hypotheses. They made use of a variety of 
sources (maps, genealogies, atlases) in order to find an answer. They managed to go deeper into the world of the 
Middle Ages and Renaissance kings by observing drawings of the military schemes of battles, reconnecting to 
literature and performing a short roleplay.  
Students are open to learn actively. They liked researching for answers to questions (exactly the way they put it 
in the focus group – “exploring the past events like archeologists”). On the other hand, the teacher finds it difficult 
to adapt to interactive teaching. He has the tendency to offer the answers himself and to hypothesise or synthesise 
the information in their place. Nevertheless he is not reluctant about the project, he even brought some of the 
historical resources but he probably needs more time for readjusting. Students too need readjusting time as the habit 
of receiving all the information from the teacher cannot be changed that easy. For instance, they started to find it 
difficult when it came to the assignments. They considered that some of the tasks were hard but the idea of 
groupwork gave them comfort. Students are motivated by the new approach but in the same time they are unsecure 
when longer and more complex assignments are at stake.  
Another point were things are not that easy to change is assessment. Even though the teacher accepted the project 
work and the assessment throughout the process and of the multiple representational products, he considers this is 
not relevant enough and decided to also give students a test. This was a classical test with 10 short questions that 
cannot actually look at the quality of the thinking processes when it comes to exploring history. 
There is still a lot of work to do to implement the new approach but I am confident about the positive changes - 
the students’ enthusiasm (when they « dived » into looking for clues about a battle that took place six hundred years 
ago) is good added value to the process. Like in our history unit, the victory is not always easy to win but planning 
for it and believing in it brings us one step closer.  
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